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KCC Meeting & Potluck Supper   
Thursday, August 28  

Riverport Community Centre.   
Guest Speaker is Tam Hill, speaking on  

“Planning to Protect Rural Water Resources from 
Development Impacts”.   

Doors open at 5:30 for food drop-off and mingling.  
We’ll have a short business meeting at 6, followed by 

dinner at 6:20, and then our guest speaker at 7. 

Birding  Field  Trip 
with 

James  Hirtle 
 

Friday, 1 August 2008, 9 A.M. 
Pre-registration required. 

 

Meet at the entrance to the Conrad 
Island Causeway. 

 

Join us for a day of birding as James, a 
well-known South Shore birder, leads 
the group first to Conrad Island and 
then to Gaff Point.  Both areas abound 
with a variety of shore birds, ducks and 
sea birds.   
 

We’ll meet at the entrance to the 
Conrad Island Causeway at 9 a.m. and 
spend 1.5 – 2 hours in that area before 
proceeding to the Hirtle’s Beach 
Parking Lot to begin the second part of 
the field trip. 
 

Kids are welcome if with an adult.  
Bring a lunch and bug spray/sun 
screen, and please wear appropriate 
footwear.   
 

There is no charge, but Pre-registration 
is required.   

Please phone 766 0265 or 
e-mail 

info@kingsburgcoastalconservancy.org 
No Rain Date - you will be called if the 

trip is cancelled due to rain. 
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Provincial submission deadlines July 31 - see pages 29 & 32 
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CAMPAIGN TO PROTECT  
SAND DOLLAR BEACH 

2008 UPDATE 
 

The KCC newsletter is received by 
people from Kingsburg to China, with 
some readers aware of day-to-day 
events here, and others depending on 
the newsletter for full updates.  For this 
reason, we have decided to list the key 
changes at Sand Dollar Beach since 
June 2007. 
• August - the owners of the original 

infill lot purchased a 2nd lot, and 
began using the right-of-way to it as 
an access point to move trucks of fill 
to the original lot. (KCC has received 
legal advice that extending a ROW in 
this manner is not legal.) 

• The DOE crew had found roughly 
thirty square feet of wetland on the 
infill lot.  (Think of it as a 5' X 6' 
carpet!)  DOE pointed the area out to 
the infill company, but did not rope 
off the area or use GPS coordinates 
to designate it. 

• KCC began an intensive, door-to-
door fundraising & signature 
campaign to support Sand Dollar. 

• With over 100 letters of support, plus 
contributions, KCC offered to buy the 
infill lots.  Our offer was refused. 

• Sept. - KCC filed a "Request for 
Investigation" under the NS 
Environment Act, asking the gov't to 
prevent further infilling until an 
investigation could be completed.  
The gov't agreed to investigate, but 
allowed infilling to continue. 

• KCC provided DOE with detailed 
statements from 2 wetland experts 
who concluded that the area is a 
wetland.  Both experts offered to 
consult with DOE staff. 

• December - DOE upheld its original 
decision that the infill lot was mostly 
"not wetland."  The investigators did 
not dig through the fill to test the 
original ground surface.  They did 
test at the edges of the infill. 

• December - The Rimmingtons called 
KCC to discuss a combination sale/
donation of their land at Sand Dollar.  

Lot Map of Sand Dollar Beach Area 

2nd Infill Lot 

KCC now owns this lot 

entrance to Sand Dollar Beach  
Municipal Parking Area 

Right of Way Driveway to  
second infill lot 

Original Infill Lot 

Conrad Island  
Causeway Entrance 

< -- Kingsburg Road -- > 
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Pipe Dreams 
 

The Sand Dollar Beach 
area includes 10 or so 

lots, plus Conrad Island.  
Two lots are now 

protected.  Can the rest 
be secured? 
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One Down, Nine or So to Go! 
 

KCC & Rimmington Family Protect  
 

a lot at Sand Dollar Beach 
 

Luke and Janet Rimmington of Rose Bay, the 
Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy, and the 100-plus 
donors to the “Save Sand Dollar Beach Fund” are 
proud to announce that their cooperative effort has 
brought an acre of land at Sand Dollar Beach under the 
protection of the KCC.  Realising the need to maintain 
and even increase public access to Nova Scotia’s 
South Shore coastline, and at the same time 
understanding the fragility of the wetland between Sand 
Dollar Beach and the Rose Bay General Store, the 
Rimmingtons approached the KCC with this 
opportunity.  The land was obtained by the KCC 
through a combined sale/donation process, and, both 
parties are hoping the Rimmington’s generosity will 
encourage other landowners at Sand Dollar to do what 
they can to help preserve the whole beach. 

 

The Rimmington land is the second lot at Sand Dollar 
to be set aside for public benefit. The first lot is owned 
by the Municipality, and includes a small parking area, 
picnic table, and trash cans.  KCC cooperates with the 
Municipality in stewarding this property, checking on it regularly.  The Rimmington land, while almost 
adjacent, is a welcome addition and provides an additional public access point to the beach.   
 

The Rimmington lot also provides more space for hikers and for the birdwatchers who come to see 
the wonderful variety of shore birds, including Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs, Willet, Semi-palmated 
Plover, Least Sandpiper, Semi-palmated Sandpiper, Ruddy Turnstone, Solitary Sandpiper, Shortbilled 
Dowitcher, Blackbellied Plover, Great Blue Heron, Mallard, and Black Duck.   

 

The celebration over the protection of the Rimmington property provides quite a contrast to the mood 
a year ago.  At that time, the Rimmington’s property was advertised for sale, was known to have 
higher, drier land, and had already been approved for a septic system.  It seemed likely that a house 
would go up there, and that Sand Dollar Beach would no longer be an undeveloped area.  Farther 
along the beach, different landowners had begun infilling land that many local people believed to be a 
wetland, and that two wetlands experts also judged to be a key piece in the entire wetland system of 
the beach.  However, since the Department of the Environment did not agree, the infilling continued.   
Many people who saw the dump trucks entering at the Rimmington’s land incorrectly assumed the 
Rimmingtons were doing the infilling.  The truth is that the Rimmingtons had nothing to do with the 
infilling, and were greatly saddened by it.  They hope the whole area can be kept in a natural state. 

 

KCC is particularly excited about owning the Rimmington land, as it is KCC’s first property beyond the 
Kingsburg Peninsula.  KCC originally focused on Kingsburg Beach and Gaff Point, but has recently 
expanded its areas of interest to include neighbouring lands and waters. 

 

If you have land you might want to donate to KCC, or have questions about the process, contact 
Marion Homer at 766-4355, Stan Smith at 766-0344, Dave Cosh at 766-0265, use the KCC e-mail at 
info@kingsburgcoastalconservancy.org, or write RR #1, Site 1A-1, Rose Bay, N.S. B0J 2X0. 

Update on Campaign to Preserve Sand Dollar Beach 

 

From left to right, Luke, Alexander, 
Janet & Max Rimmington, with "Pal" 
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Protecting Rural Coastal Watersheds from Development Impacts 
by Tam Hill 

Don’t it always seem to go, that you don’t know what you got ‘til it’s gone? (Joni Mitchell) 

 

There are some things in life you just don’t get a chance to do over -- except for doing it right somewhere 
else.  Development in rural coastal watersheds is one of these things. Not that economic growth should 
not occur; rather, the most sensitive areas should be protected, leaving the areas more suitable for growth 
to be developed in a sustainable way. The areas most suitable for growth and protection should be 
incorporated into a community’s land use planning process. Otherwise, if a community doesn’t know 
where it’s going, it will end up somewhere else … irrevocably, in our children’s or grandchildren’s 
generation if not in ours. 
 

The important thing to remember is that there is 
a solution.  It is entirely possible to understand 
the water cycle in your community, measure 
what's available, and plan to stay within your 
water budget.  You can also create bylaws that 
put growth where it belongs, and thus avoid 
irreparable damage to sensitive areas.  And 
once you understand how land, water, and man-
made structures interrelate, you can plan to 
prevent extremes of flooding and erosion.   You 
don't have to choose between economic 
development and preserving the environment; 
you just have to be smart about it.  The 
alternative is to risk the flooding experienced by 
Truro. 

Introduction to KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

Community  Watershed PlanningCommunity  Watershed Planning

 LOCAL  OFFICIALS LOCAL  OFFICIALS

& RESIDENTS& RESIDENTS

GROWTH PROTECTION

BRIDGING  THE  GAPBRIDGING  THE  GAP

Storm Surge Flooding in Truro, Nova Scotia, 1 April 2003 

Source: Natural Resources Canada 
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Your Rural Water Supply Comes from your Watershed 

Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

Drawing courtesy of River Network, Portland, Oregon.  Artist: Sarah B. Lauterbach 

A watershed is like a large bowl or valley of land that receives drainage water from surrounding high 
points.  Within large watersheds, there are sub-watersheds, such as the streams flowing into the 
larger river in the drawing above.  When the cracks and fissures of a geologic formation can hold and 
provide large quantities of water, that water is called an aquifer.  Since municipal boundaries rarely 
match the drainage divides between watersheds, municipalities and communities usually have to 
manage watersheds cooperatively.  In order to plan for sustainable development, a community 
must know the capacity of its watershed in comparison to the anticipated development.   
 

 
Six Major Baseline Elements of Watershed Planning   

 
 

A community needs "base line" analysis and documentation for the six major watershed planning 
variables.  Then, when any development is considered, the community must predict how the 
development will change the overall picture.  Even if the development seems to affect just one 
variable, that change will cascade through the whole watershed. 
 
 

1. Usable Water entering the Watershed, such as rain or rivers - how much, & where? 
 

2. Polluted Water entering the Watershed - how much and where? 
 

3. Water needed for current human activity, such as drinking, bathing, irrigation, & industry  
 

4. Polluted Water generated by the watershed - how much, where, and where does it go? 
 

5. Water lost through natural processes such as runoff and evaporation. 
 

6. Water Storage Capacity within the Watershed, such as underground or surface lakes 
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

 

Analytical Tools for Water Resource Planning in a Rural Community 
 

Tool Example: Carrying Capacity Analysis 
Planning Scenario for using this tool:  A new subdivision, apartment complex, or condo is being 
contemplated.  Given existing development, the community will want to know how many more housing 
units can be accommodated in the community without polluting or depleting the groundwater for wells.  
Carrying Capacity Analysis will provide this information. 
 

Tool Example:  Mass Balancing Analysis 
This tool is like a big addition and subtraction problem for the water in your community. 
Add up all the rainfall and snow that add water.  
Subtract water lost to runoff and other natural factors. 
Subtract what wells withdraw.   
Subtract the water polluted by septic systems and other sources. 
 

This tool has an established history of working effectively to guide levels of development.  By-laws based 
on such calculations have withstood developer challenges in court.  Subdivision developments in Halifax 
that have been designed and built ignoring such water resource projection calculations have run out of 
water. In other areas, development in conflict with such analysis has contaminated the common aquifer. 
 
Tool Example:  Flooding Analysis 
Increased coastal flooding due to climate change will probably impact southeastern Nova Scotia the 
most, since sea level rise will be high and coastal elevations are flattest there.  Regardless of 
location, though, changes in sea level and storm severity could change land uses over the next 100 
years by putting existing beaches, marshes, etc. under water, and changing coastal development 
feasibility. Water Modeler, an important analytical personal computer program for assessing future 
coastal flooding, has already been applied in Lunenburg, and the results should be incorporated into 
future land use planning. You can view the analysis of your area by going to  
http://142.176.0.171/DSS/Lunenburg_case.php 
 
Tool Example:  Land Capability Analysis 
Land Capability Analysis is especially important in rural areas, since often rural areas are not on public 
water, sanitary sewers, or storm sewers; thus, pollution and over use of surface and groundwater can have 
immediate and crippling effects to the community. 
 

When an area is analyzed, it is important to see how all the parts relate to each other.  An effective way to 
see the connections is to create a set of maps, with one map for each factor you want to look at.  Then, 
through the magic of computers, any or all of the separate maps can be overlaid to show useful 
connections.  An example is a map that shows underground streams, and a map that shows septic fields. 
Obviously, any septic discharge into an underground stream could contaminate a neighbor's well.   
 

When all factors are taken into account, an area can generally be divided into three development 
categories: 
1.  "red light" no-growth areas, such as floodplains or endangered species sites,  
2.   "yellow light" areas that can be developed with caution, and  
3.  "green light" areas that can best support environmentally-sound economic growth .   
 

This information can then be used in Land Capability Analysis to derive a Composite Development 
Suitability Map (see example on next page), and Protection Areas Map, which are important in creating a 
Future Land Use Map to guide future development and protection planning decisions.  
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

How Can We Predict the Impact of Development? 
 

Here are some guidelines 

Development disturbs soil, increases runoff, increases pollution, and increases erosion, thus 
putting more pollutants and solid matter into streams.  Any proposed development plan should 
include ways to cope with the increases in pollution and erosion. 
 

Examples of Eroded Matter (Sediment Volume), in Tons per sq mile per year, from various land types 
 

1.  Woodland                         100 
2.  Mixed rural                        300 
3.  Farm Land                        500 
4.  Light Development       10,000 
5.  Heavy Development   100,000 
 
Typical water pollutants (carried along by erosion and runoff)  might include: 
- Pathogens (bacteria such as coliform, plus viruses, and protozoa) 
- Toxins & Hazardous Materials (oil, grease, gasoline, chemical cleaners, pesticides, herbicides, heavy 

metals; and even salt, which is toxic to freshwater fish and unhealthful to humans at high levels.) 
- Nutrients (especially nitrates and phosphates from fertilizers that cause overgrowth of water plants) 
- Sediment (soil particles that impair water quality by themselves, and often have other pollutants adhering 

to their surface) 

suitable for development 

caution for development 

unsuited to development 

heritage properties 

town boundary 

streets 

buildings 

property 

water 

wetland 

land 

Example of a Composite Development Suitability Map 
of Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia 
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

Pollutants flow from High to Low.  What is downstream from a proposed development? 
Surface & Underground water are not separate.  Affecting one affects the other.   In the 
cooler months, there's lots of precipitation and little evaporation, so surface water drains into 
the ground.  In the warmer months, there's less precipitation, and more evaporation, so  
groundwater recharges the surface streams. 

"Natural" doesn't always mean "benign."   Nova Scotia has several naturally-occurring geologic 
pollutants.  As long as they are trapped underground, away from water sources, they aren't a great 
source of concern, but when development and mining disturb the soil and expose the pollutants to air 
we breathe and water we drink, there can be huge problems.  Our naturally-occurring pollutants 
include arsenic, sulfur, uranium, and pyrite, which acidifies water resources when exposed to oxygen 
through earth moving activities.   Development proposals should always address whether or not these 
typical Nova Scotia pollutants are present at the site, and, if so, the special procedures that will be used to 
keep them from reaching streams and groundwater. 

Accidents happen; plan for them.  No matter how well people plan, both nature and 
human activities make things happen in unintended ways.  Therefore, it makes sense to 
keep the most likely and most dangerous "accidents" away from sensitive areas.  Here are 
examples. 
1.  The same geological terrain that provides industrial sand & gravel is also home to the 
best aquifers.  Sand & gravel extraction permits should always trigger aquifer analysis, and 
should not be permitted if an aquifer provides drinking water. 
2.  Roads bring salt, sand, and vehicle pollutants to an area, so no new roads should be 
constructed near sensitive areas.   
3.  Landfills, junkyards, and sewage treatment outflows can leak toxic or offensive materials, 
so they should not be located near sensitive or public areas. 

More guidelines for Predicting the Impact of Development 
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

More guidelines for Predicting the Impact of Development 

Rural areas retain more 
precipitation for future 
use by the community. 

The higher the level of 
development, the lower the 
amount of precipitation retained 
for future use by the community. 

Urbanization increases the runoff rate and volume, which increases the pollutant load, creates 
flooding problems, and decreases aquifer recharge, and thus, well yield for homes, farms, and 
businesses.  
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

Septic Systems are a lot like iceburgs - there's more beneath the surface than what meets the 
eye. 
 

Septic systems and sewers are one of the most important pollutants to consider in watershed protection.  
When septic systems are not properly maintained, wastes percolate up through ground surface and also 
infiltrate groundwater. These pollutants enter drinking water via wells and reservoirs and impact human 
health. They also enter lakes, streams, & rivers, where they greatly increase the growth of algae and water 
plants, leading to oxygen depletion and resultant fish kills.  Beaches and shorelines can be fouled by 
masses of rotting, stinking algae.  The diagram below illustrates how contaminants from development 
travel through groundwater into the public water supply of community’s wells or reservoirs.  Of course, this 
same pollution will also contaminate private wells in the area, since public water and private water come 

More guidelines for Predicting the Impact of Development 

Some types of Land are more vulnerable than others, so development proposals for such areas 
should be held to different standards.  In general, natural areas sensitive to development include, but are 
not limited to, the following: 
 

•     Surface waters and wetlands 

•     Coastal and riparian (stream or river) floodplains 

•     Prime aquifer recharge areas  

•     Species at risk habitats 

•     Sensitive ecological areas 

•     Steep slopes and erosion prone areas 

•     Geological hazard areas 

The majority of these sensitive areas 
lie within the drainage network of 
surface waters, which form the 
backbone of a coastal watershed and 
the sub-watersheds basins within it.   
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

More guidelines for Predicting the Impact of Development 

Hard Surfaces prevent absorption of water and increase runoff and the potential for flooding.  

  

Runoff of pollutants from man-made, impervious surfaces is usually the second largest cause of 
Non Point Source pollution.  Runoff also makes waters rise more quickly during severe storms events, 
thus increasing flooding, especially when the impervious surfaces are located in floodplains.  Any 
development proposal should specify the amount of hard surface (pavement & buildings), and describe 
the intended method of preventing flooding and coping with the runoff of items such as gas, oil, pesticides, 
nutrients from fertilizers, and animal wastes.  An accepted standard of the maximum impervious surface 
permitted is 10% in sensitive areas, and 15% in non-sensitive areas.  To meet this standard, 50% of the 
land area could theoretically be covered by 1-acre housing, versus 11% by shopping centers.  In less 
urbanized towns people often don't realize that the full build-out of their existing zoning would result in too 
much impervious surface to protect water quality. 

Coastal flooding problems come from two directions, so all development proposals in coastal areas 
should address the risk of flooding from: 
a.  water moving toward the coast from up-watershed, and  
b.  storm surges traveling up coastal shores and rivers from the sea.  
 
Such coastal flooding events will increase with sea level rise and increased storm frequency and severity 
caused by climate change, and should be a very important consideration in future development location.   
The human and economic costs that the United States is still seeing from hurricane damage to New 
Orleans are problems that could strike Nova Scotia in the future.  Hurricanes Juan and Noel created multi-
day power outages, caused the ocean to breach seaside ponds, and destroyed forests.  The predicted 
climate changes are likely to bring Nova Scotia more of the same.  
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Introduction to Tam Hill, KCC's Guest Speaker for August 28 

In Summary:  Come See My Presentation on Thursday, August 28 
and my presentation at the Municipality of the District of Lunenburg 

Council Chambers in early September (check KCC website for date & time) 
 

• The photos & charts will be in colour. 
• The presentation will include examples specific to the greater Riverport area. 
• There's more information than we could include here. 
• I can answer your questions. (I hope!) 
• My September presentation will cover a broader range of rural planning topics 
 

I've been doing community planning for 35 years, and have specialized in rural areas, climate 
change, coastal zone issues, geological hazards, sustainable economic development, and the 
creation of bylaws that address these concerns and also hold up to challenges from developers.   
I enjoy planning, especially when it can help rural communities create a sustainable future. 

More than saying "NO" - Pro-active Protection 
 

Effective rural planning is about more than prohibitions; it involves positive beneficial actions.  Here 
are some examples. 
 
1.  Create Naturally Vegetated Water Buffers 
One important method of protecting water quality in the face of growth is to preserve natural vegetation, 
especially immediately adjacent to the drainage network.  Since vegetation can block water views, it's 
important to consider the height and type of vegetation to use, and to preserve a number of viewing areas.  
Vegetation:  
• reduces pollutants. 
• absorbs excess heat from cars and industry . 
• puts down roots that encourage water infiltration, absorb water, and stabilize stream banks. 
• traps sediment from runoff. 
• reduces flow rates during storms. 
• provides wildlife habitat. 
• Provides visually pleasing, oxygen-producing greenways. 
 
2.  Form private land trusts  
Form a Land Trust to help acquire land and conservation easements for the most important lands in the 
community.  This is probably the most effective way to  bridge town boundaries that straddle watershed 
divides, since implementation does not involve town by-laws. 
 

3.  Form citizens groups to monitor streams and surface water. 
Since the drainage network is the backbone of the ecological system, streams are a litmus of what's going 
on in the whole watershed, in terms of both water quality and quantity, both above and below ground. 
Protecting the drainage network of streams, ponds, wetlands, and coastal areas, is protecting the 
watershed.  Streams serve the following valuable purposes: 
• act as stormwater conduits 
• help maintain constant water levels in ponds and reservoirs 
• help maintain a stable groundwater level 
• help maintain wetlands 
• provide prime wildlife habitat 
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KCC Expands Area of Interest 
 

Over the past few years, the KCC Board has discussed the possibility of expanding its geographic 
areas of interest beyond its original focus on Gaff Point and Kingsburg Beach, to include 
neighbouring lands and waters.  Ultimately, the popularity of the trails on Gaff Point and of the Indian 
Path trails convinced us that other parts of the Peninsula, and beyond, should have similar protection 
and hiking opportunities.  After much deliberation, we concluded that expansion would be a good 
idea, and we modified our mission statement accordingly. (see below) 
 

KCC remains passionate about land conservation.  We are determined to continue to safeguard 
sensitive property, as construction on the South Shore continues to escalate.  In the past, members 
of the public have very generously offered land or agreed to covenants that would ensure protection 
for generations to come.  However, land acquisition and conservation easements are not the only 
strategies employed by the KCC; others include liaison with local and provincial government 
agencies, public education and yes, even taking a stand, when the organization feels that all other 
avenues have failed.  

Revised Mission Statement 
The Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy’s mission is to conserve and protect shoreline, wetlands, 
beaches, freshwater habitats, fields & forests, and to ensure that access to these places both on 
Kingsburg Peninsula and in neighbouring areas, remains available to the public forever. 
 

We are committed to: 
•   Stewarding lands in the Greater Kingsburg Peninsula and neighbouring areas. 
•   Securing strategic properties for conservation and public access. 
•   Achieving our mission through communication, education and negotiation. 
•   Encouraging & supporting responsible conservation practices at Municipal & Provincial levels. 

The Three Musketeers set off to explore new lands. 
Board members Dave Cosh, Marion Homer, and Stan Smith - photo by Dee Hilburt 

Changes & Doings at Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy 
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Help from LuckyDuck 
 

The KCC would like to announce that we are 
working with LuckyDuck Web Design, Jodie 
Turner's company, to improve communications 
and other information-sharing with our 
members.  Our new, improved website, will be 
up and running by the end of August.  The url 
and e-mail both work now, but will have a 
different look and extra features by late August.   
It is essential that we have your e-mail address 
to utilize the efficacy of our added capabilities 
to share information and timely 
announcements.  Also, if you have any 
pertinent photos, historical anecdotes, or even 
a testimonial we can quote, please send them, 
along with your e-mail address, to: 
info@kingsburgcoastalconservancy.org 
                                                                        

Thanks in advance from the KCC Board 

 

Newsletter by e-mail? 
 

Updates by e-mail? 
 

Starting in 2009, KCC will make its 
annual newsletter available by e-mail.  (In 
the meantime, you can download a PDF 
copy from our website.) We will also be 
sending out periodic updates & nature 
walk notices by e-mail.  But we can't 
contact you unless we have your e-mail 
address.  We do not sell or give out e-
mail addresses, so your privacy is 
protected.  If you are interested in e-mail 
from us, please let us know if: 
1.  You want to e-mail updates from KCC. 
2.  You prefer only an e-mail copy of the 
annual newsletter. 
3.  You would like both an e-mail & a 
paper copy of the newsletter. 

  www.kingsburgcoastalconservancy.org       info@kingsburgcoastalconservancy.org 

Changes & Doings at Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy 

 

We want to remind everyone that we have a million creative and 
environmentally-friendly ways we could use your hard-earned money!  

And we'll also accept stocks, mutual funds, land, and all the time you'll give us.  Realtors and bankers 
are telling us that everyone wants to buy in the greater Kingsburg area, and that property values are 
expected to go astonomically higher.  If we don't act soon, most land will be developed, or offered at 
a price several times what it is now.  Donating appreciated stocks (US or Canadian), mutual funds, 
and RRSPs is a great way to give because the giver gets a tax receipt for the current value, without 
paying capital gains tax (as long as the security is transferred directly to the charity - not sold by the 
giver.)  Land donations are a bit more complex, but can also provide the giver with a tax receipt for 
the current appraised market value.  If you want a quick & easy way to give over the Internet, look us 
up on the Canada Helps website, http://www.canadahelps.org/. 

 

Things are a little trickier for US citizens who wish to donate to Canadian charities.  Americans can 
receive Canadian tax receipts, which the IRS allows filers of Schedule A to credit against any 
Canadian income the donor may have, such as capital gains on the sale of Canadian land.  US 
citizens can also make donations to specialized US charities that exist for the purpose of helping 
Canadian charities.  These charities are registered in the US, as US charities, and therefore qualify to 
issue US tax receipts.  Some of these charities have dual registration, making them charities in 
Canada as well as in the US.  Such options currently exist through “Friends of the Nature 
Conservancy of Canada” and through “The Tides Foundation,” and will eventually exist through a new 
group, American Friends of Canadian Land Trusts.   
 

If you want to keep your land, but you are willing to maintain all or part of it in an undeveloped, natural 
state, you may be able to derive both income tax and property tax benefits by creating a conservation 
easement.  For more information, please contact a KCC Board member.  In fact, it's a good idea to 
talk to one of us, and your tax preparer, before making any non-cash gift. 

Ways to Give to KCC 
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Four Years In 
by retiring KCC Board Member,  Dee Hilburt  

 
I am stepping down from the KCC Board in July, after serving for four years.  I need to catch my 
breath.  In four years I have, among many other things, learned patience; for one must be patient to 
be vigilant on two fronts, as it is arduous and time-consuming.  
 

On the first front is the juggernaut of people who don’t understand the ocean or maybe the 
environment, but who want “a million dollar view” even if it hurts them eventually, or our environment 
now.   And we don't need to look beyond the Kingsburg Peninsula for proof that oceanfront land is 
being swept away, literally.  When KCC was first formed, in 1994, the group's #2 goal was the 
protection of Mosher's Beach; now that beach doesn't exist.  Mosher's Pond and Hirtles Ponds have 
been breached.  It used to be possible to walk the Shore Road from Shady Rest to the tip of Rose 
Head.  Now the road has been washed out just beyond Shady rest, and also beyond Devil's Cove.  
By my calculations, the cliff edge at the top of Beach Hill has receded two feet in the last 3 years, 
mostly during storms.  And part of a Gaff Point Trail fell into the ocean and had to be rerouted.  
Homebuilders, insurance companies, mortgage lenders, and governments need to smarten up and 
plan ahead. 
 

The second front we track is the government, whose departments, which claim to be “science” driven, 
so often succumb to pressure to allow things to be built where they shouldn’t, and at the expense of 
the environment and the local community.  It's tempting to identify the behavior as ignorant or short-
sighted, and assume that governments will do anything to increase the tax base, but we really don't 
know why the inexplicable decisions are being made.  And that is what makes all this so frustrating; 
we are not given rules or guidelines or explanations for the decisions that appear to us to be a run-
away freight train heading over a cliff.  
 

There are other issues----including, but not limited to: clear-cutting, bare-land condos, walking trails, 
ocean access, wildlife habitat, water (fresh and salt) quality, land acquisition, conservation 
easements.  KCC is working on all of them. The list grows, and we need people-power and money to 
keep us an active force for the area’s environment and the community’s well-being. 

 

The community and the KCC are indebted to people who help us through their donations of time, 
land, conservation easements, money, and vocal support.  The Gaff Point monitors keep watch over 
our trails.  Added to our list this year are the Rimmingtons, with their partial land donation, and Susan 
Pond, who is joining forces with the KCC to help raise funds.  And, of course, there are our loyal 
supporters whose annual donations help us keep the lights on.  Also, Roy and Mary for making the 
Rose Bay General Store available for KCC drop-offs, and for being such good neighbours. And to all 
the others I may have forgotten, I also give my thanks.  
 

If we want to protect the future, we need to work hard, and be vigilant in monitoring our environment 
and our governments.  We may not succeed, but failing to try is not an option.  Even though I am 
retiring from the Board, I will still be doing volunteer work for KCC, and I hope all of you will continue 
to provide support in whatever way you can.  Toward that end, I've written a series of articles that will 
update you on KCC's efforts over the past year.   �������������������������������������� 

Reflections from Retiring Board Member, Dee Hilburt 

NS Dept of Environment & Labour Splits  
 

Effective April 1, 2008, the NS Dept of Environment & Labour went their 
separate ways, and NS now has a "Department of Environment."  The 
Department of Environment will focus on climate change, protecting the 
environment and advancing the province's environmental goals as outlined through the Environmental 
Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act.  The Minister is still Mark Parent. 

Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, N.S.  B3J 2P8 
Phone: 902-424-3600 
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When is Wet Land not a Wetland? 
And why is it OK to build on Wet Land? 

by Dee Hilburt 
 

Answer #1:  When it doesn't fit the current definition. 
Answer # 2:  Hmmmmmmmmm. 
 
WETLANDS 
The word “wetland” is sacrosanct inasmuch as all levels of government acknowledge that wetlands 
are nature’s sponges, mitigating flooding, filtering and storing water, and offering habitat to birds, 
fish, and other animals.  Our governments say that no one should fool with wetlands by building on or 
draining them.  But what about practical application?  How do we know which lands are "wetlands?"  
Do any laws prevent building on land that is wet? 
 

Dr. Chris Miller explained to us that a wetland is: 
"land that is saturated with water long enough to promote wetland or aquatic processes as 
indicated by poorly drained soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and various kinds of biological 
activity which are adapted to a wet environment. These include bogs, fens, swamps, marshes, 
and shallow water areas." 
 

The Nova Scotia Department of Environment has told us that land can only be a wetland if it has 3 
key elements: 
1.  soil types typical of chronically wet areas 
2.  plant types typical of chronically wet areas 
3.  limited drainage. 
If any one element is missing, then Nova Scotia will not designate the area a wetland.  Thus, a 
beach, with its well-drained sand, cannot be a wetland.  But within each of these 3 categories, there's 
lots of room for interpretation, and misinterpretation, depending on the evaluator's knowledge and 
experience.  And coastal wetlands differ significantly from inland wetlands, thus requiring different 
skill sets from the evaluator. There's also the question of how to define the boundaries of a wetland.  
Many jurisdictions recognize that the water supply supporting a wetland extends underground well 
beyond the area that looks like a typical wetland.  For this reason, such jurisdictions establish a legal 
buffer zone well beyond the edges that fit the strict definition of a wetland.  NS has no such buffer 
zone. 
 

NS, and other jurisdictions, use aerial photography as an efficient means of short-listing areas as 
wetlands.  If you want to see what parts of NS appear to be wetlands, check out the aerial results at 
http://gis4.natr.gov.ns.ca/website/nssighabnew/viewer.htm.  But don't interpret these maps as 
definitive.  Many swamps, with their foliage cover from trees, do not show up on aerial photos, and 
some areas that appear to be wetlands do not have the necessary attributes.  In the case of Sand 
Dollar Beach, Nova Scotia's most recent aerial photos show the infill lot at Sand Dollar as a wetland, 
but when Dept. of Environment employees examined the site - a process they call "ground truthing" - 
they found that most of the soil was sand, and drained too well for them to call it an official wetland.  
In contrast, two scientists who are wetlands experts did their own ground truthing and found evidence 
to support wetland designation, but NS law makes no allowance for expert opinions, so the "not a 
wetland" decision was upheld. 
 
WET  LANDS 
Even though the land bordering Sand Dollar Beach does not fit Nova Scotia's definition of a wetland, 
no one can deny that the land is often wet.  A neighbor took photos of the whole area submerged.  
Common sense would dictate that building a house on wet land that is regularly flooded by the ocean 
is not a good idea, yet there is no law to prevent it.  There could be federal, provincial, or municipal 

Reflections from Retiring Board Member, Dee Hilburt 
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laws to prevent building on a flood plain, but there aren't any now.   
 
Issues such as flooding fall under a category called "Geological Hazards," and NS municipalities 
have the right to pass bylaws about building on or near them.  In 2005, the Municipality of the District 
of Lunenburg agreed to consider passing bylaws on this topic, but Municipal staff have not had time 
to address the issue.  Our local Area Advisory Committee (AAC) members are willing to address the 
topic, but cannot do so without the participation of municipal staff.  The topic has been on the agenda 
recently, but has not gone anywhere yet.  The amount of time required to change bylaws is 
frightening. 
 

But I have to admit that the KCC was also blind-sided by this Sand Dollar land development; we 
never thought that the seaward side of the highway between the Rose Bay General Store and the 
entrance to the Sand Dollar Beach parking lot would or could be developed, due to its proximity to the 
ocean.  Land Office records call many of these lots "water lots," and their assessments are 
correspondingly low.  It defies the imagination that these water lots might receive septic and building 
permits.  And it defies the imagination that the province refused KCC's request to designate the Sand 
Dollar/Conrad’s Island area as a protected beach area.   

 

 KCC's Efforts to Protect the Sand Dollar Beach Wetland 
by Dee Hilburt 

 

How well I remember it - walking the beach in the pouring rain, because it seemed that no experts 
were ever available on a dry day.  There we were, peeking under the blades of beach grass to look at 
the shorter, wetland plants growing underneath, and digging below the sand to see the dirt that was 
an appropriate soil type for a wetland.  I also remember the frustration of hearing The NS Dept. of 
Environment tell us there were only  “…thirty square feet…” of wetland on the infill property.  Many 
people have carpets that big. KCC had two wetland experts - PhD types - who walked the land, and 
concluded that the lot is all part of a “…wetland complex…”  and building there will compromise the 
entire ecosystem.  
 

Here are the credentials of the two experts quoted: 

Dr. Chris Miller is the Wilderness Conservation Coordinator for the Nova Scotia Chapter of the 
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS-NS). His research and conservation work are 
focused on expanding the protected areas system in Nova Scotia and improving forestry 
management through FSC certification. Chris holds a Ph.D. in biology from the Wetland Research 
Centre, University of Waterloo, and a combined honours B.Sc. degree in biology and earth sciences 
from Dalhousie University. He has successfully advocated for the protection of several important 
natural areas in Nova Scotia, including the Blue Mountain – Birch Cove Lakes wilderness area near 
Halifax and the Jim Campbells Barren wilderness area in Cape Breton. Chris also holds a part-time 
faculty position in the Faculty of Management at Dalhousie University. 
 

Dr. Eric Mills teaches topics in the history of Marine and Canadian Sciences in the History of 
Science and Technology Programme at King's College. He is also Professor Emeritus in the 
Dalhousie Department of Oceanography where he has taught biological oceanography and benthic 
ecology since 1967. Dr. Mills completed his PhD in Biology at Yale in 1964 after receiving his BSc at 
Carleton and his MS at Yale. He has 40 years as a marine ecologist and biological oceanographer, 
and is familiar with the plants, and especially the animals, of coastal salt marsh habitats in Nova 
Scotia and along the northeast coast of North America. 
 

The government and our laws ignored the opinions of these two respected experts, and the 
backhoes and trucks rolled in   You see, if a property is not defined as a wetland by NSDOE, and 

Reflections from Retiring Board Member, Dee Hilburt 

Wetlands & Wet Lands, cont. 
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Nature 
by Theodore Roosevelt 

 

There is a delight in the hardy life of the open. 
 

There are no words that can tell the hidden spirit of the wilderness, that can reveal its mystery, its 
melancholy, and its charm. 
 

The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources as assets which it must turn over to the next 
generation increased and not impaired in value. 
 

Conservation means development as much as it does protection. 

there is no building permit, then essentially anything (infilling, 
excavating etc.) can be done to the land. If the infilling allows the land 
to pass the septic test, then the municipality can issue a building permit. 
 

Dr. Eric Mills told us :  
"I can weigh in on the status of the Sand Dollar Beach salt marsh.  There is no question that 
this "wetland" is a salt marsh. Its vegetation is a typical mix of salt marsh grass species, 
including at least two species of the salt marsh cord grass, Spartina, plus other grasses 
(Juncus spp.) that occur in all Nova Scotian salt marshes, along with salt marsh goldenrod 
and other species."  ( note from Dee - by the way, salt marshes are a no-no to develop too) 
 

Buoyed by such a definitive statement from Dr. Mills, and by the support from the community, KCC 
commenced a door-to-door campaign to solicit financial and moral support for the beach.  The 
following is a letter we asked people to consider signing.  Over 100 people did so. 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 
 

I am signing this letter to support the preservation of the wetland along route 332 near Sand 
Dollar Beach, Lunenburg County. Much of the land bordering route 332 in the vicinity of Sand 
Dollar Beach and Conrad Island is a unified wetland system, and the development of any part 
of that system will threaten the functionality of the whole wetland.  
 

I have given my support for the specific purpose of helping Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy, 
or a combination of KCC and other conservation groups, preserve parts of the wetland and 
maintain them as undeveloped land.  
 

I give KCC and/or other conservation groups my permission to use this document in all 
peaceful, lawful ways that could help governments or individuals recognize that I value this 
wetland and want it preserved. 
 

~ end of letter ~     
 

Most people signed their letters during our door-to-door campaign, but Debbie Scott, Jennifer James, 
& Andre Beaudet found us through our website. Jennifer added the following personal note of 
encouragement.  
"I applaud the continuing efforts of the KCC in preserving the integrity of the Sand Dollar 
Beach area.  There are many in our community who are unable to write of their feelings of 
support for your work, nevertheless, their support is behind you." 
 

We could easily see that the “Sand Dollar Issue” is a rather important one to the citizens in the area, 
and this helped us soldier on.  We can only hope that the message gets through to all levels of 
government; we deserve the best democracy money can buy. 

Reflections from Retiring Board Member, Dee Hilburt 

Efforts to Protect  
Sand Dollar - continued 
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Can I Build My House Here? 
Can I keep a herd of elephants here? 

Can I Infill here? 
by Marion Homer 

In Nova Scotia, the process of answering these questions is not easy.  It involves more than one level 
of government, and the nature, or even existence, of bylaws affecting the land. Here are some more 
questions to ask. 
 

1.  Will I disturb anything the federal government regulates, such as fish habitat? 
2.  Will I disturb anything the provincial government regulates, such as wetlands?  Provincial aerial 
mapping guesses at the location of wetlands, but only ground inspections are considered definitive. 
3.  Is there already a building on the land? If so, then municipal & district bylaws apply - assuming 
there are any.  Such bylaws might prevent keeping a herd of elephants on land that includes a 
building.  But if there are no buildings, only provincial law applies, and the "laws" regarding farm 
animals are voluntary, so you probably could keep a herd of elephants - or infill the lot.   
4.  Can your land qualify for a septic permit?  That's a decision for the Department of the 
Environment - not the municipality. 
5.  Do you already have a septic permit?  If so, the next hurdle is municipal bylaws, and they can be 
strange.  For instance, in 2007, when the infill land at Sand Dollar Beach was infilled, District bylaws 
would have prevented issuing a building permit on any land designated as wetland on the 1991 
version of the provincial wetland map.  That version did not designate the infill lot as wetland, BUT the 
most recent version of the map did say the area was a wetland.  Too bad it wasn't referenced in the 
bylaws, as it might have discouraged the infilling.  Why only discouraged, and not prevented?  
because there was not yet a building on the land, and you can infill undeveloped land, even if bylaws 
prevent construction on it. 
6.  Why can't the municipality change its bylaws to reference the newer map?  It can, but the process 
must be advertised over a period of time, so it usually takes a fist of money, and a year of time, to 
change the bylaws.  And since ground inspections by the Dept. of Environment overturned the aerial 
evidence, the province didn't deem the lot a wetland after all. 
 

Are you confused yet?  The process doesn't have to be this bad.  PEI and NB have much saner 
systems.  We deserve a saner system too. 

More Wet Land Issues 
by Dee Hilburt 

The land behind Kingsburg Beach and surrounding Kingsburg Pond, is another “wet land” issue.  It, 
to a greater or lesser degree, floods yearly, but is not actually considered a wetland according to 
DOE or DNR.  Many citizens have called it a flood plain or a wetland because it is usually boggy 
(wet) and floods periodically. From the hills above this area, it is plain to see how the flat area serves 
as a bowl that soaks up the spring rains and then distributes them to the plants and animals slowly 
over the summer. 

 

Who would want to build on land that floods every year and is very close to the ocean, at or below 
sea level?  Plenty of people who have not had much experience with ocean behaviour, but who want 
that precious proximity to the ocean, that’s who.  This is where our governments fail to do their job. 
Their role should be to err on the side of safety for citizens.  But the DOE does not call it anything but 
“land”, and our own municipality will not term it “environmentally sensitive” either, because no 
government body or landowner has taken the risk of applying the label.   The fact that a scientist has 
discovered rare ecosystem on the land makes no difference. Why?   

Reflections from Retiring Board Member, Dee Hilburt 
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THE FLOODING MARSH 
An excerpt adapted from Safe Haven, 

 by Larry Gaudet, former KCC Board member 
 

Willie Cornwall and I are out in the heavy rain one afternoon shooting images for a laptop 
presentation he’s assembling for a meeting with the Nova Scotia minister of natural resources. We 
are up on the ridge of our hill. From there, we take in the bloated condition of the marsh, and the 
flooding across the road. Even with our rain gear, we’re getting wet, cold. Rivulets of rain pour off our 
noses. 

 “People get strange near ocean,” Willie says above the racket of wind and rain. As a board 
member of the local conservancy, Willie, a retired teacher, a robust man in his fifties, is lobbying for 
more restrictions on residential development in the marsh. “People get the Hollywood dream. The big 
house on the beach. Yet they must see the nightmares on TV. The houses in California falling from 
cliffs into the ocean. And still they come. And build.” 

“I know what you mean,” I shout back. “The village where my mother was born is all under 
water. Gone. All that’s left of it are some old pictures.” 

“Is that right?” 
“They had to move all the houses inland. And now they have to move them again. All the high 

dunes are gone. And now there’s nothing to stop the water.” 
“The houses wrecked the dunes in the first place,” he says, then points to the giant beaver 

hutch now only barely visible in the rising water in the marsh. 
“Will the beavers make it?” I say. 
“They should.” 
“Man, it’s still a beautiful sight on the eyes – all this water.” 
In this season of rain, I’ve fallen in love with the bog. The swamp. Home to cranberries, yes, 

but also to mosquitoes, mud and slithery-looking bog creatures. A bobcat, too. During the rains, I 
view the marsh as more or less showing off, absorbing water and bulking up as if it has been secretly 
taking performance-enhancing steroids. The marsh may not be a picnic locale, or the route of choice 
down to the beach, but it is something marvelous  to behold under aquatic stress. The water level 
keeps rising above the vast plane of greenery, causing small ponds to expand and overflow into 
tributaries between them. From a marsh, in essence, a temporary lake is taking shape before my 
eyes: everything’s flooded, including the road along the beach.   

“I gave a lot of thought to buying land on the beach,” I say out of the blue. “ I was afraid of the 
dunes retreating – and hurricane damage. Of course.  But I never even gave a second thought to the 
ecological danger of the marsh.  I didn’t give a damn. Marsh was nothing to me, honestly.” 

“You’re not alone, Larry. You’re not alone.” 
 

An excerpt adapted from Safe Haven by Larry Gaudet, an award-winning novelist and creative 
non-fiction writer who lives seasonally in Nova Scotia. His other books include Media 
Therapy, The Peacekeeper’s Teahouse and Into The Blast Furnace. 

2008/2009   KCC Board  

Bob Buckley 766-0136  bobbuckley@westport.k12.ct.us 

Dave Cosh  766-0265 idcosh@foggycove.ca 

Don Galbraith 766-4102 Donald.Galbraith@trincoll.edu 

Marion Homer  766-4355 marionfhomer@eastlink.ca 

Stan Smith 766-0344 stansmith@foggycove.ca 

Rick Welsford 624-8051 rwelsford@eastlink.ca 

Retiring Members: 
 
Dee Hilburt  
766-0302 
ferrick@foggycove.ca 
 

and  
 

Anna Claire MacAdam  
766-4961 
anja@eastlink.ca 
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Update on  
Gaff Point  
from the  

Nature Conservancy of 
Canada  
(NCC) 

 

Considerable work has been 
completed on the Gaff Point 
trail by our contractor, 
Rosmarie Bradley, from 
Helping Nature Heal, over the 
past winter and spring.  With 
funding from a grant from the 
Nova Scotia Department of 
Tourism, Culture and 
Heritage, NCC was able to 
have the cottage at the end of 
Gaff Point removed, and problem wet areas addressed by either rerouting the trail or laying a 
substrate over it.  Work on the trail will continue to ensure the best walking surface possible while 
maintaining the ecological integrity of Gaff Point and the rustic nature of the trail.  
 
Interpretive signage about Gaff Point and the trail have been developed with the input from the KCC 
and the Nova Scotia Nature Trust (NSNT) and placed at Hirtles Beach, by the boardwalk. Thanks to 
the Hirtles Beach Management Committee for allowing NCC to place a sign there.  Signs are also in 
place at the Gaff Point trailhead that repeat the information about Gaff Point and the trail, as well as 
a sign that recognizes our partners and donors.  Safety signage has been placed along the trail to 
ensure walkers are aware of the dangers and to direct them to follow the approved trail. 
 
Thanks to all KCC volunteers who helped with the Gaff Point trail work, and those who continue to 
volunteer their time and energy as trail monitors and property stewards.  Your dedication to 
preserving this coastal headland is wonderful.  Also thanks to all those KCC members who reviewed 
the trail plan and the signage and provided input.   
 
Laurel Bernard, Stewardship Coordinator 
Nature Conservancy of Canada – Atlantic Region 

 

Why the Changes at Gaff Point? 
a note from the KCC Board 

A few people have asked us why the cottage was removed, and why many of the dirt paths were 
covered with corduroy trail surface.  Clearly, they were not happy with the changes.  We want to 
explain that our goals are the future well-being of NCC, NSNT, KCC, the public, and the land of Gaff 
Point.  Unfortunately, there aren't always perfect choices available.  The cabin, and the way it was 
being used by some people, posed a fire hazard to Gaff Point.  Its usefulness was outweighed by its 
liability issues.  The dirt trails certainly appeared more natural than the corduroy, but the muddy 
expanses tempted hikers to create go-around trails that threatened the plant life on Gaff.  One day 
we encountered an English couple returning from Gaff, and asked them about the corduroy path.  
They acknowledged that it was a bit difficult, but not nearly so much as the remaining muddy spots.  
Life is filled with compromises, and we are constantly looking for the best ones available. 

Gaff Point News 

Representatives of KCC, NCC and NSNT by newly installed sign at 
Hirtles Beach May 29, 2008 (left to right: Derek Driver, Dave Cosh, 
Laurel Bernard (NCC), Marion Homer, Chris Taylor, and Sally-Jo 
Gallant (NSNT)) 
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Report on Gaff Stewardship 
by Heather White 

I want to express our sincere appreciation to all the 
volunteers who have monitored Gaff Point in the past 
year. Gaff monitors made thirty-one monitoring walks 
on Gaff, equal to about 130 volunteer hours. It is this 
dedication which has allowed us to maintain Gaff as a 
safe and natural environment. This summer we 
welcome new monitors, Daphna Levit, Ellen Gordon, 
and John Foster to our ranks. 
 

Gaff monitors contributed in diverse ways to 
stewardship this year. We called on them to review 
the NCC’s plan for trail work and they responded with 
many good suggestions which were incorporated into 
the plan. Also, our monitors reviewed the Gaff 
signage proposals, with the results now on display. 
When new trail blazes needed to be painted, or trees 
cleared from the trail, or refuse lugged away from the 
cabin removal site, our volunteers were there. 
 

This winter, Rosmarie Bradley and Greg Lohnes, of 
Helping Nature Heal, were hired by NCC to do trail 
maintenance on Gaff and to remove the cottage. Despite vicious winter weather, they accomplished 
much of the work plan, including completely removing the cottage, building corduroy trails in several 
wet areas, and diverting the trail around other wet places. You’ll see quite a difference on your next 
walk on Gaff.            ~  A hearty thank you to all who helped us steward Gaff Point this year. ~ 

Many Thanks to 
Heather White & Eric Mackie, 

who organize our  
Gaff Point  

monitoring activities, 
and to Derek Driver, who filled in  
when Heather & Eric were away, 

and to our roster of  
2008 Trail Monitors. 

Gaff Point News 

Heather tests the new corduroy trail at Gaff. 

Tony contemplates the signs he's had to 
replace more than once.  Maybe they're too 
colourful, Tony. 

Derek Driver 
Norm Haslett  
Laurel Haslett 
Daphna Levit 
Ellen Gordon  
John Foster 
Pat Watson  
Dave Watson 
Greg Amos 
Jill Comolli 

Gerry Hallowell 
Sue Newman-
Bennet 
Frances Anderson 
 Tony Congdon 
Marilyn Congdon 

Jared &RQJGRQ 
Barney McCabe 
Frances Anderson 
Gerald Mossman 
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Beach Hill Commons Update 
by Tracy Westell 

Beach Hill Commons is a small picturesque parcel of land overlooking Hirtle Beach on the 
Kingsburg peninsula. Two years ago the residents of Beach Hill Road got together to buy the 
land and preserve it as a commons. It is now owned by the Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy, 
run by the Beach Hill Commons Association (BHCA) and open to all. 
 

Last summer the BHCA met twice. Our task is to ensure the Commons is preserved and so 
we monitor its use and have it mown once a summer (as it has been for many years). It has 
been used as pasture land for a long time (if anyone knows how long we would be interested 
in hearing from you!). As a lovely field that overlooks the sea we use it to have picnics or play 
games. Anyone who wishes to use the land for anything other than walking is asked to first 
contact the BHCA (we can be reached through the KCC contact info). 
 

This summer we hope to have a more public event that we will invite KCC members to 
attend. We look forward to many more years of sharing the land with our neighbours and 
friends and hope that other people may be inspired to do a similar thing with land they wish 
to preserve in their own areas.  

 News from KCC's Beach Hill Commons 

Quote from Murray Gell-Mann: 
 

    Today the network of relationships linking the human race to itself and to the rest of the 
biosphere is so complex that all aspects affect all others to an extraordinary degree.  

Someone should be studying the whole system, however crudely that has to be done,  
because no gluing together of partial studies of a complex nonlinear system  

can give a good idea of the behavior of the whole. 
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Has the term “bare-land condos” crossed your desk yet?   
 

Condominiums are coming to rural areas, making it possible for city-dwellers to live in the country 
with out doing yard work.  There are three different types of Condominium Units, as follows: 
 

    * CONVENTIONAL CONDOMINIUMS: 
 

This is the most common type.  The Unit title represents a portion of the building and an undivided 
interest in the Common Property.  The CC typically owns no real estate, however collectively all of 
the Owners own all of the Common Property by way of their individual Unit Factor. 
 

    * BARE LAND CONDOMINIUMS: 
 

Bare land Units are created when a condominium plan subdivides the piece of land on which there is 
no building.  There may or not be Common Property depending upon the configuration of the plan 
and access.  Common Property, if there is any, will typically be streets or roadways allowing access 
to each Unit.  
 
    * REDIVIDED BARE LAND UNITS: 
 

This type of Unit is created when a Developer registers a bare land condominium plan subdividing a 
large parcel into a number of smaller bare land units.  The Developer will then proceed to construct 
buildings in stages, each containing a certain number of apartment suites or townhouses. This 
redivision does not provide for Common Property.  The remainder unit will contain everything that 
was included in the original bare land unit that is NOT contained within the boundaries of the Units.  
In otherwords, the "walls and halls" or Common Property Unit (CPU).  The CPU includes the ground 
around the building and the physical building itself with the exception of the Units themselves. 

Gaff Point News 

 

KCC, EMAN, CBEMN, & SMU - A Delicious Alphabet Soup 
by Marion Homer 

EMAN, the Ecological Monitoring and Assessment Network, is made up of linked organizations and 
individuals involved in ecological monitoring in Canada to better detect, describe, and report on 
ecosystem changes. The network is a cooperative partnership of federal, provincial and municipal 
governments, academic institutions, aboriginal communities and organizations, industry, 
environmental non-government organizations, volunteer community groups, elementary and 
secondary schools and other groups/individuals involved in ecological monitoring.  EMAN is 
mandated to work collaboratively with the EMAN partners in improving the effectiveness of 
ecosystem monitoring to ensure informed decision-making and to create environmental awareness 
among Canadians. CBEMN stands for "Community Based Environmental Monitoring Network, and is 
our local EMAN partner, based at SMU (Saint Mary's University). 
 

Under the direction of CBEMN student workers, KCC will be carrying out an EMAN project that tracks 
Salamander counts and tree development over an extended period of years.  Through CBEMN, KCC 
has established connections with professors & students at Saint Mary's.  During the fall of 2007, 
Christopher Taylor completed a cartography project that mapped trails & areas of natural beauty in 
the greater Kingsburg area.  During the winter term, Kate LeBlanc used Kingsburg Beach for the 
project in her Advanced GIS course.  She investigated the effects of the boardwalks on the dunes.  
There were too many variables for her to conclude that the boardwalks alone helped the dunes, but 
she was able to conclude that during the years immediately before the boardwalks were laid down, 
the dunes receded, and during the years the boardwalks were in place, the dunes grew.   
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HIRTLES BEACH MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
by Matt Durnford 

Chairman, Hirtles Beach Management Committee 
 

In 1995-96 the Riverport District Board of Trade facilitated negotiations between the Province and the 
Municipality to have the Gladdee’s canteen property become public lands. At the time, the property 
was for sale and some off-shore interests were inquiring about the property. There was concern in 
the community that the property would be developed in a manner which would impact the traditional 
public use of the beach area. 
 

The Hirtles Beach Management Committee (HBMC) was established as a committee of the Riverport 
District Board of Trade in 1996. The Board of Trade (HBMC) negotiated a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Municipality (the first such arrangement with the Municipality for the 
stewardship of public lands) which established the HBMC as the stewards of the beach area. The 
objectives of the HBMC are: 

-     the preservation of Hirtles Beach and environs; 
-     the maintenance and enhancement of the environment and the eco-system of the beach; 
-     to encourage public participation in the management and maintenance of the beach; and 
-     to ensure a balance of public use and site stability. 
 

The beach is a protected beach and is under the jurisdiction of the Nova Scotia Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR). The HBMC works with the Municipality & DNR. 
 

HBMC funded the boardwalks from private donations and the plank campaign whereby, for a 
donation of $25.00, a plank with requested inscription would be added to the boardwalk. The 
campaign was successful and the HBMC has ended the campaign.  
 

HBMC has maintained the Municipal area since its inception through volunteer effort, but is moving 
to a more advisory role with the Municipality in regard to maintenance.  For example, this year the 
Municipality, based on HBMC advice, will be grading and gravelling the parking area. 
 

The beach area has received the brunt of the forces of Mother Nature a number of times. Hurricane 
Juan displaced the boardwalk back into Romkey Pond; a winter storm two years later displaced part 
of the boardwalk. Both these natural occurrences have caused a considerable amount of effort and 
expense to restore the boardwalks.  
 

Noel repeated the damage to the boardwalks caused by Juan. In addition, Noel had a much more 
detrimental effect on the beach as a whole.  Hirtles Lake was breached, the dunes were severely 
damaged, and cobble was displaced much further inshore.  
 

Presently the boardwalks are still in the location where Noel displaced them. The HBMC has a plan 
for recovery of the boardwalk. Unfortunately the boardwalks will not be replaced in the previous 
location. The cobble pushed ashore by Noel has made the previous location too exposed and too 
difficult to place the boardwalk where it was before Noel. The recovered boardwalk will be used in the 
beach area. 
 

The HBMC and the KCC complement each other in the stewardship of Hirtles Beach and Gaff Point. 
Together the two organizations have preserved an area of Lunenburg County and Nova Scotia, 
ensuring that it will be available for the benefit of future generations. Members of both organizations 
have a right to be proud of their accomplishments.  

News from Other Conservation Groups 

Quote from Buckminster Fuller: 
 

    Now there is one outstandingly important fact regarding Spaceship Earth,  
and that is that no instruction book came with it. 
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SOUTH SHORE NATURALISTS                                          

by Judith Smits 
 

The South Shore Naturalists Club has been able to move forward into 2008 with renewed vigour and 
a strong Executive team.  We continue to nurture our enthusiasm and appreciation of the natural 
world, by deepening our understanding of its varied elements, by sharing this knowledge with the 
wider public, and by joining in efforts to protect our environment. 
 

At our regular monthly meetings we have learned this year about native bees and the challenges to 
their survival, about ticks and how to identify them, and about plants which are now found in the wild 
in Nova Scotia, but arrived by various means from elsewhere. 
 

Our Field Trips have included a hike into the Blandford Nature Reserve, a review of changes taking 
place at Hirtles Beach, guided by Tony and Marilyn Congdon, and an examination of pond life and the 
fairy shrimp in Blomidon Provincial Park with Jim Wolford. 
 

The South Shore Naturalists are represented on the Atlantic Whitefish Recovery Team, the Forest 
Advisory Committee of Abitibi/Bowater, and the Coastal Coalition of Nova Scotia.  Members 
individually, and the Club as an organization, are constantly monitoring the many issues that arise in 
the Province to threaten our environment.  At this time, we are preparing submissions to the Water 
Resources Management Strategy, and responses to the Voluntary Planning consultations for the 
Department of Natural Resources. 
 

We share with the KCC concern for the future of our coastlines and wetlands and commend the KCC 
on their efforts to preserve these.  KCC members are welcome to attend any of our monthly meetings 
or field trips.  If you would like more information, please contact Judith Smits 766-4716, or Jill Comolli 
766-4697. 

 

Coastal Coalition of Nova Scotia - 2007/8 Update 
by Heather White 

The Coastal Coalition of Nova Scotia (CCNS) is composed of organizations and individuals, each 
with its own mission or interest, sharing a common concern for the future of Nova Scotia's coastal 
lands. Members of CCNS work together to raise awareness on coastal issues and the need for 
provincial leadership on coastal management through a comprehensive coastal policy. The KCC was 
a founding member of CCNS. 
 

One of CCNS’ primary goals received a boost in the November 22, 2007 Provincial Throne Speech, 
when the Province announced its commitment to the development of a coastal management 
framework by 2009. This year CCNS is developing a comprehensive coastal policy response to this 
announcement, including province-wide consultation with Coalition members and possibly a coastal 
forum. 
 

Coalition members and their local organizations are, in effect, the “eyes and ears” of coastal areas, 
alerting government to inappropriate activities taking place in the coastal zone. This year CCNS has 
provided support and contacts to several groups facing coastal challenges, such as the White Point 
Quarry at Digby Neck, and wetland alteration in East Berlin. “Navigating the Maze” is a resource from 
the Ecology Action Centre, a CCNS member, which explains who does what in NS coastal areas and 
helps citizens learn to take coastal action in NS. You can access it on the internet at: http://ccns.
chebucto.org/February2008_NGM.pdf . 
 

You can keep up to date on coastal issues and find out the latest CCNS news by checking the 
website http://ccns.chebucto.org/index.htm . CCNS needs the support of individuals committed to 
saving and restoring our coastal areas. If you or your group are interested in becoming a member or 
joining the listserv, access the website, click on “members” and follow the instructions. 

News from Fellow Conservation Groups 
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Conservation Volunteers – A New National Program From The 
Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC) 

contributed by Laurel Bernard 
 

This summer NCC is undertaking a new program across the country to engage 
the public in conservation. Conservation Volunteers is Canada’s only national 
program that engages the public in biodiversity conservation while providing a hands-on, 
meaningful and educational experience in ecologically significant natural areas owned by 
NCC. 
 

The program consists of a suite of more than 50 conservation events across the country 
suitable for volunteer participation.  These events are usually 1-3 days in length involving 5- 
30 or more volunteers per event.  The types of events include: restoration (tree planting or 
seed collection); inventories and monitoring (birds, plants, insects); and threat abatement 
and mitigation (invasive species removal, fencing, trail building). 
 

The Conservation Volunteers program enables people to get directly involved in meaningful 
conservation work.  These carefully designed events ensure that volunteers’ time is 
dedicated to critical conservation action. The Conservation Volunteers program also 
provides an opportunity for volunteers to learn new skills, meet likeminded people and visit 
extraordinary natural areas.   
 

In the Atlantic Region, there are 7 events being offered this year with 4 events already 
having taken place.  Two events in Newfoundland took place in the beautiful Codroy Valley 
where participants attended a birding workshop to learn to identify birds and then were able 
to take part in the Birding Bonanza – a 24 hour bird count to see how many species could be 
found in the area.  In New Brunswick, volunteers planted native trees at an old homestead 
site near the Musquash Estuary to bring the area back to a native coastal forest.  In Nova 
Scotia we held our “Call of the Loon” event near Brookfield, south of Truro.  We conducted a 
Common Loon survey by canoe of two lakes on our 400 acre Twin Lakes property.  We 
partnered with Bird Studies Canada (BSC), whose loon expert attendrd the event to talk 
about loon conservation and threats.  The survey will be following the protocols from BSC’s 
Canadian Lakes Loon Survey and all results will be submitted to them to be added to their 
national database.  
 

If you are interested in learning more, or to register for an event, check out the Conservation 
Volunteers website at www.conservationvolunteers.ca.  Or call Laurel at 1-877-231-4400.   
 

The Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC) is a national charity dedicated to the 
conservation of ecologically significant land through private action, and to its long-term 
stewardship through monitoring and management agreements.  NCC is a non-
confrontational group that takes a business-like approach to land conservation. Its plan of 
action is partnership-building and creative deal-making with any individual, corporation, 
community group, conservation group, or government body that shares its passion.  Since it 
was established in 1962, NCC and its supporters have helped to acquire over 2 million acres 
across the country.  

 

News from Fellow Conservation Groups 

Quote from Francis Bacon: 
 

    We cannot command nature  
except by obeying her. 

Quote from Kurt Vonnegut: 
 

    If people think that nature is their friend,  
then they sure don't need an enemy. 
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Reptiles at risk in Nova Scotia  
contributed by NSNT 

Wetland habitat for two of Nova Scotia’s reptiles at-risk 
is being permanently protected through a unique 
conservation partnership. The Nova Scotia Nature 
Trust, in conjunction with Acadia University, is 
collaborating on a unique multi-species conservation 
initiative to protect two species-at-risk in Nova Scotia. 
This project permanently secures and manages priority 
wetlands that support habitat for the Blanding’s Turtle 
and Eastern Ribbonsnake on private lands in N.S.  
 

The Nature Trust  works with landowners to protect 
Nova Scotia’s most special places.  Through land 
acquisition, conservation agreements, and conservation 
education, NSNT has permanently protected over 4000 
acres of outstanding natural areas in Nova Scotia. 

 

The nationally Endangered Blanding’s Turtle (Emydoidea blandingii) and the nationally Threatened 
Eastern Ribbonsnake (Thamnophis sauritus septentnonalis) are both species-at-risk in Canada, 
existing in distinct, isolated populations in southwestern Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia's Blanding’s turtles 
are genetically distinct from populations elsewhere in North America.   
 

Habitat for these two species overlaps primarily in the wetlands of the Medway and Mersey River 
Watersheds, which it often shares with endangered species of Atlantic coastal plain flora.  The Nature 
Trust focuses its project work on fragmented, privately-owned lands in the Pleasant River area, where 
the highest populations of Blanding’s Turtles are found.  
 

The Nature Trust works to build awareness for the importance of conservation of these species at risk, 
and to encourage voluntary stewardship among landowners. Project work also includes the 
securement of critical wetland habitat, through permanent, legally-binding property conservation 
easements, and donation or purchase of property with identified high priority habitat.  
 

Currently in its third year, the project has successfully secured two properties which provide high 
priority habitat for these unique ecological gems.  In 2005, the Nature Trust permanently secured a 
Molega Lake property whose 400 m of protected shoreline provides habitat not only for Redroot, a 
nationally threatened species of Atlantic coastal plain flora, but also for the nationally threatened 
Eastern Ribbonsnake. 
 

In 2008, 12 acres of high priority over-wintering habitat for the Blanding’s Turtle were permanently 
protected in the Pleasant River area. This area provides 
high priority drought refuge habitat for the province's 
largest population of Blanding’s Turtles.  
 

The strong public outreach and educational aspects of the 
project encourage community stewardship and the 
reduction of human-caused threats to the habitat of these 
two species.   Stewardship of priority wetland areas can be 
shared by organizations, project partners, & communities 
to work toward conservation of these two unique Nova 
Scotian reptiles.  
 

For more information on this exciting initiative, contact the 
Nature Trust at 902-425-5263 or patti@nsnt.ca, or check 
out our website at www.nsnt.ca Eastern Ribbon Snake photo by Tom Herman 

News from Fellow Conservation Groups 

Blandings Turtle photo by Erica Newton 
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Coastal Action update from the Ecology Action Centre 
 

Jennifer Graham, Coastal Coordinator 
 

Nova Scotians care deeply about their coasts.  Individuals & groups around the province are involved 
in watershed stewardship, coastal land acquisition, municipal planning strategies, and campaigns to 
prevent inappropriate development in ecologically sensitive coastal areas.  I am always inspired and 
humbled to work with so many amazing people and organizations to protect Nova Scotia’s coasts – it 
is by far the most amazing part of my job.  The last year has been exciting for those working on 
coastal issues in Nova Scotia. We are having an impact.  As a direct result of our efforts, there is a 
narrow policy change window to move forward on a provincial coastal development strategy. I 
anticipate that the next year will be just an eventful.   This article outlines a few activities the EAC ‘s 
Coastal Issues Committee has worked with recently, and what’s coming up over the next months.   
 

The province plans to  develop a provincial water strategy by 2010, and has prepared a discussion 
paper and conducted an initial round of public consultations. There will be further public consultations 
and submission opportunities in the Spring of 2009.  Land use planning and watershed management 
will have a huge influence on the health of our coastal areas, so the water strategy is important for 
those who care about coastal protection and management.  The EAC ‘s submission on water strategy 
is available at www.ecologyaction.ca /water.    
 

This is evidently the “Year of the Public Consultation”.  The Department of Natural Resources is 
hosting public consultations on parks, forests, mining, and biodiversity.  Thus far, although coastal 
protection has been a consistent theme during the hearings, there have been few specific 
comments about provincial beaches, beach parks, and the importance of strengthening the 
provincial Beaches Act, but written submissions can be made until July 31st.  The EAC has 
prepared some information sheets, available at www.novascotiaforest.ca, along with information on 
how to make a written submission.  
 

As summer finally hits our shores,  EAC is continuing its ongoing “Better Beaches Management” 
research project.  We will produce a research report on Nova Scotia’s beaches early this fall, and 
host a beach symposium in late November 2008. Stay tuned for more information. 
 

Also, stay tuned for Going Coastal – an ongoing series on CBC radio about Coastal Issues in Nova 
Scotia.  You can listen to past programs, submit comments and ideas for future shows, and view a 
photo gallery at the CBC Nova Scotia website, www.cbc.ca/ns/features/goingcoastal.  This is a 
wonderful opportunity to raise public and media awareness about the good, the bad, and the ugly of 
coastal development in Nova Scotia, as well to highlight the work of your organization. 

 

EAC has recently updated Navigating the Maze – A Citizen’s Guide to Coastal Action in Nova Scotia, 
which can be downloaded from www.ecologyaction.ca, under the coastal section.  We have also 
developed some fun, child-focused educational materials that we used at our Oceans Day display on 
the Halifax waterfront.  
 

I will travel just about anywhere to meet with groups interested in coastal management in Nova 
Scotia. Over the past year, I have made presentations to university classes, community groups, and 
business associations.  More and more people are starting to speak out about their vision for coastal 
management. Over the next few months, I hope to visit even more parts of the province and speak 
with even more people to help create a “Pathways to Sustainable Coasts” document that will play a 
key role in shaping the emerging provincial coastal development strategy.     
 

I look forward to ongoing collaboration between the EAC and other provincial groups.  One of the 
most significant coastal events over the last year was the halting of the proposed basalt quarry in 
Digby Neck, and that victory was possible only because a local organization – the infatigable 

(Continued on page 30) 

News from Fellow Conservation Groups 
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Province Commits to Coastal Development Strategy 
 

By Jennifer Graham 
Coastal Coordinator, Ecology Action Centre 
 

The province of Nova Scotia is finally taking some welcome steps forward on coastal management. It 
is critical that the government hears that citizens, community groups and business welcome this 
announcement and want to see a coastal development strategy in place.   
 

On June 5th 2008, the government launched a Coastal Management Framework. The coastal 
framework outlines strategic activities for the next two years, including the development of a 
Sustainable Coastal Development Strategy by 2010.  The Fisheries and Aquaculture website outlines 
the framework www.gov.ns.ca/fish/marine/coastalzone 
  

In his news release, the Honorable Ron Chislom, Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture said "Our 
coastal areas and resources are the foundation of this province's economy, culture and heritage, but 
they are a finite resource and the demand for their services is increasing. Sustainable development in 
Nova Scotia means that we need to carefully plan and manage our coastal areas and resources to 
ensure that current and future generations of Nova Scotians can continue to prosper."  In the spring 
2008 Budget, the province committed $200,000 for the framework.  http://www.gov.ns.ca/finance/site-
finance/media/finance/08_address.pdf 
 

N.S.'s priority coastal issues are: 
     * Coastal development 
     * Sea-level rise/storm events 
     * Public coastal access 
     * Working waterfronts 
     * Coastal ecosystems 
     * Water quality 
  
Most of these activities seem to be primarily about generating and distributing coastal information. 
The Sustainable Coastal Development Strategy (which is promised by 2010) is the only part of the 
framework that has the potential to resolve pressing issues, such as the loss and degradation of 
sensitive coastal habitats, emerging conflicts around new activities in the coastal zone, the negative 
environmental consequences of poorly planned coastal development, and the skyrocketing costs of 
protecting and repairing coastal infrastructure destroyed by storm surges and flooding.  
 

The Coastal Development Strategy is also the only part of the framework that we, the public, can 
actively influence.  It is critical that the Province continues to feel that the public wants coastal 
management and are waiting for action and results. This is why it is so important to congratulate the 
Province on its coastal framework initiative and urge them to move ahead with implementing clear 
rules around what activities are appropriate and which are not in sensitive coastal areas 
 

Send letters to:   
 
  

Over the next two years, N.S. will develop:  
     * State of the Coast Report 
     * Sustainable Coastal Development Strategy 
     * Coastal Research Network 
     * Mapping important coastal areas 
     * Coastal web portal 
     * Public awareness, education 
     * Formal partnership with the Federal government 

News from Fellow Conservation Groups 

(Coastal Action Update Continued from page 29) 

Partnership for Sustainable Digby Neck & the Islands - worked together to protect their coast, and 
received support from groups around Nova Scotia.   The stopping of the quarry and the subsequent 
provincial announcement of a coastal zone management framework have resonated around the 
province and shown us all that we are making a difference.   

The EAC needs your support.  To join,  go to  
www.ecologyaction.ca  To learn more about 
the work of the Coastal Issues Committee, 
contact Jen Graham, Coastal Coordinator, at 
coastal@ecologyaction.ca or 902-442-5046.   

Honorable Ron Chisholm,  
Minister of Fisheries & Aquaculture 
P.O. Box 2223,  
Halifax NS B3J 3C4 or  
min_dfa@gov.ns.ca 
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The Council of Canadians 
 
Founded in 1985, the Council of Canadians is Canada’s largest citizens’ organization, with members 
and chapters across the country, including a chapter on the South Shore of Nova Scotia. We work to 
protect Canadian independence by promoting progressive policies on fair trade, clean water, energy 
security, public health care, and other issues of social and economic concern to Canadians. 
 

We develop creative campaigns to put some of the country’s most important issues into the spotlight. 
We work with a network of over 70 volunteer chapters to organize speaking tours, days of action, 
conferences and demonstrations. We also produce research reports, create popular materials, and 
work with individuals and organizations across the country and around the world. We do all of this to 
ensure that governments know the kind of Canada we want. 
 

The Council does not accept money from corporations or governments, and is sustained entirely by 
the volunteer energy and financial assistance of its members. 
 

South Shore, NS Chapter 
Marion Moore, 902-527-2928 or coc.ss@hotmail.com 

Uranium and Mining in Nova Scotia 

Note from the Editor:  If you're like me, you've been hearing a lot about uranium and mining in Nova 
Scotia, but might not have had time to get the details.  When I asked Jen Graham, of Ecology Action 
Centre, who to talk to, she suggested Frank Fawson, in Bridgewater, and Frank told me that a group 
called the Council of Canadians, South Shore, N.S. chapter, had been working on the problem.  
They've developed a series of Fact Sheets that really clarify the issues.  I hope you find the 
information as useful as I did. 

                                Why is radioactivity dangerous?         (Gillian Thomas, 2008) 
 

A radioactive substance is dangerous to living things at the time it breaks down into its daughter 
product. The damage is done by the high energy particles and rays emitted. Different types of 
radiation attack living tissue differently. Gamma rays, much like X-rays, can travel several hundred 
meters. They can pass through skin and body tissue and deposit their energy in the cells, potentially 
damaging them. Alpha particles do not travel as far from the source of emission, but they have 
higher energy than the other types of radiation. They are unable to penetrate human skin, but are 
very damaging when released inside the body when ingested through eating or breathing. 
Radon gas is one of the most dangerous of the uranium daughter products. If breathed in, it can 
shoot off alpha particles inside the lungs. Moreover, the next 4 daughter products have half-lives 
ranging from seconds to 20 minutes i.e. a lot of radiation in a short time. 
This radiation could hit a cell and one of 3 things could happen: 
1) The cell might be killed, which is not dangerous as long as only a few cells are killed at one time 
2) The cell might be damaged and be able to repair itself 
3) The cell could be damaged but not repaired. 
Radiation is a greater health hazard to humans than to other living things because we are at the top 
of the food chain. Radioactive substances can be stored in the tissues of the animals and plants we 
eat and then deposited in our own bodies. Humans therefore receive larger doses of radiation than 
those resulting from direct exposure. 
 

Is there a safe level of exposure to radiation? 
No. It is generally established that there is no level of exposure to radiation which is absolutely safe. 
Damage to a dividing cell is as likely to occur with the first exposure as with the 100th of the 1000th. 
Any exposure carries some risk, but the greater the exposure the greater the risk.  
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Uranium 
Do You Own Your Land? 

The Council of Canadians,  Shore Chapter, N.S.  
 

In Nova Scotia the crown or province retains all the mineral rights underground on your property.  The 
province sells claim rights to prospectors and exploration companies.  The province also has the right 
to give them access to your land for this exploration work.  You cannot appeal the government’s 
decision to grant access to claims holders.  Landowners have reported  property damage by 
exploration companies in the past.  If mining were to proceed expropriation of your land is another 
possibility.                   Make a submission to NS Voluntary Planning by July 31, 2008.    
Voluntary Planning, Natural Resources Strategy Project  
http://vp.gov.ns.ca/projects/resources/getinvolved    Fx: 902-424-0580    E-mail: volplan@gov.ns.ca  

Mineral Resources Act: CHAPTER 18 OF THE ACTS OF 1990 
 
Title to minerals 
4 (1) All minerals are reserved to the Crown and the Crown owns all minerals in or upon land in the 
Province and the right to explore for, work and remove those minerals. 
 
Powers of entry 
17 Every officer or person designated by the Minister and their assistants, when engaged in duties 
pursuant to this Act or geoscientific activities, may at any reasonable time enter upon and pass over 
the land of any person by any reasonable means doing as little damage as possible and no action 
lies against that officer or person, the assistants, the Minister or the Province for any act done 
pursuant to this Section except actual damage. 1990, c. 18, s. 17; 1999 (2nd Sess.), c. 12, s. 3. 
  
Surface rights permit 
100  
(1) A licensee who is unable to obtain an agreement with the owner or tenant of private lands for the 
right to 
(a) pass over private lands for the purpose of gaining access to the lands covered by the licence or 
any part thereof; or  
(b) pass over, enter upon or work the lands covered by the licence or any part thereof, 
may apply to the Minister, after notice to the owner or tenant, for a surface rights permit to pass over, 
enter upon and work such lands. 
(2) The Minister, after hearing the parties, may grant a surface rights permit upon such terms and 
conditions as the Minister determines, and the Minister may determine the amount of any 
compensation to be paid to such owner or tenant and the manner and time of payment of the same. 
(3) Where the owner or tenant of the private land cannot be located, the Minister may grant a surface 
rights permit on the terms and conditions determined by the Minister. 
(4) The Minister may order the applicant for a surface rights permit to give security for payment of the 
compensation and may prohibit, pending the determination of the proceeding or until the 
compensation is paid or secured, further passage over, entry upon or work by such licensee, the 
licensee's legal representative or any person acting on behalf of the licensee. 
 (6) There is no appeal from the granting by the Minister of a surface rights permit, from the 
Minister's determination as to the amount of compensation, from any order for security or 
from any order or decision or ruling in respect thereto. 
 (8) A surface rights permit granted pursuant to this Section is a decision made by the Minister and 
may be made a rule or order of the Supreme Court in accordance with Section 172. 1990, c. 18, s. 
100; R.S., c. 240, s. 10; 1992, c. 16, s. 39; 1994, c. 36, s. 30.  

Uranium and Mining in Nova Scotia 
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Uranium mining moratorium should be legislated 
This article originally published in the Chronicle Herald, May 30, 2008  

as an op-ed piece by Angela Giles,  
Atlantic regional organizer with the Council of Canadians.  

 

URANIUM is a hot topic again, as it was in the 1980s when mining companies set their sights on Nova Scotia. 
The government of former premier John Buchanan listened to the people of Nova Scotia and, in 1982, 
established a de facto moratorium on the exploration and mining of uranium in the province. This moratorium 
has remained in place since then, but was never enacted into legislation. 
 
Recently, an exploration company discovered uranium in the Windsor Forks area. Rodney MacDonald and his 
Conservative government are now considering lifting the long-standing ban on uranium mining. He and Natural 
Resources Minister David Morse argue that this would be good for our economy and that we need to move 
towards "green energy." Yet the trend is in the other direction.  British Colombia recently enacted a full 
moratorium, the Nunatsiavut of Labrador put in place a three-year moratorium to allow for more research to be 
conducted, and the state of Virginia recently affirmed a ban on uranium mining. 
 
Many people may not know a lot about uranium, other than perhaps that it produces radiation. Because of the 
radiation, current regulations in Nova Scotia stipulate that when an exploration company discovers uranium of 
more than 100 parts per million, it must declare the find to the Department of Natural Resources and halt all 
exploration in the area. In terms of uses, uranium is needed for nuclear weapons, nuclear energy, depleted 
uranium munitions, and a minuscule amount is used for medical isotopes.  Undoubtedly, the majority of 
Canadians would not support mining uranium for the purpose of weapons manufacturing. And while medical 
isotopes are needed, we currently have all the uranium we could ever need for this purpose.  
 
Nuclear energy has been touted as a "green" energy – a clean solution to climate change, with no CO2 
emissions. Uranium is the energy source for nuclear power plants, but it is not clean, nor is it sustainable. The 
exploration, mining, milling and enrichment of uranium all consume fossil fuels and generate more CO2 
emissions, as do the construction, servicing and decommissioning of nuclear power plants. Internationally, 
Germany is moving away from nuclear power, given problems with storing and disposing of the waste. 
 
When uranium is disrupted by exploration and mining, it can leak into groundwater, contaminating water 
sources. When uranium is exposed to the air, it releases radon (a known carcinogen) in the form of gas, 
exposing miners, local communities, the environment and wildlife to toxins. These effects last much longer than 
any uranium mine; radiation will be emitted from uranium waste for thousands of years!  
 
The standing committee on resources recently reaffirmed its support for the moratorium. Despite this, Minister 
Morse has indicated that his government would consider lifting the ban, based on three things:  
1) uranium mining and exploration must be deemed safe by the scientific community;  
2) it must be good for the economy; and  
3) it has to be accepted by Nova Scotians as the best decision for the province. 
 
Although Mr. Morse argues that mining is safe, he has not provided his scientific findings. He also argues that 
lifting the moratorium would be good for the economy; but many would agree that the long-term devastation to 
our environment, our health, our water and our communities outweighs any potential short-term benefits. Surely 
our government would not suggest we need jobs in rural Nova Scotia so badly that we should ignore the health 
and welfare of the exact place they are trying to help. 
 
Finally, Mr. Morse has stated he wants to hear from Nova Scotians about this issue. It is important to let the 
Nova Scotia government know your views about the uses of uranium for nuclear purposes, and the longtime 
health and environmental effects our communities would experience if the uranium mining ban is lifted.  Now is 
the time to have your say.  Make a submission to Voluntary Planning by July 31, 2008.  It can be as simple 
as telling our government the only safe place for uranium is to ‘leave it in the ground.’ 

Voluntary Planning, Natural Resources Strategy Project 
http://vp.gov.ns.ca/projects/resources/getinvolved     Fax: 902-424-0580   E-mail: volplan@gov.ns.ca  

Uranium and Mining in Nova Scotia 
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Mining brings radioactive elements in the uranium ore from their relatively 
safe underground location to the surface.  In Nova Scotia uranium mining 
would be most likely an open-pit type operation.  During mining radon gas 
is released and radioactive air borne particles can be carried long 
distances by the wind.  Water seeping into the mine site gathers 
radioactive elements and then is pumped out to facilitate mining activities.  

Milling is the process of extracting the uranium from the ore.  The uranium ore is pulverized  and toxic 
chemicals (usually sulphuric acid and ammonium hydroxide) are used to extract some of the uranium 
from the ore.  
 

Tailings are the waste materials left over from processing the uranium ore.  The amount of tailings is 
about the same as the amount of ore because such a small amount is actually uranium.  But about 
eighty-five percent of the radioactivity remains in the tailings along with the toxic chemicals used in the 
milling process.  All these dangers can be easily transferred by air, water and soil to the surrounding 
environment where they can enter the food chain where they impact the health of all living organisms 
including humans. 
 

What happens when uranium is mined? 
A uranium mine is always accompanied by a uranium mill. Mining takes the ore out of the ground and  
milling removes the uranium from the ore. For every 2000 pounds of commercially viable uranium ore, 
there will be only between 4 and 40 pounds of uranium (depending on the grade of ore).  
 

What is involved in milling uranium? 
The ore is crushed and ground to the consistency of sand. In the mill, it is processed (usually with 
sulphuric acid and ammonium hydroxide) to extract the uranium. The final product is oxide of 
uranium, known as "yellowcake", which is dried and packed in drums for shipment. Meanwhile the 
leftover waste ore (over 98% of the original ore, plus added chemicals) is delivered in the form of 
slimes and slurries, to the tailings ponds where the excess liquids seep into the ground or evaporate 
into the air. Millions of tons of radioactive tailings are initially in a liquid state and must be 
contained in ponds and dammed. 
 

Based on the record of other mining and milling operations, the odds are 2:1 that over a period of 25 
years, a pond or dam will leak or spill. The chances that such containment failures or "accidents" will 
pollute a watercourse are about 50:50. But such accidents are only a minor part of the problem. Over 
time, the slurry in tailings ponds inevitably seeps into ground or surface water systems. 
                                                                                                                                                   

Can technology solve these problems? 
Not yet. Even uranium industry experts admit that "permanent disposal" of uranium tailings requires 
perpetual human management. Stop-gap solutions such as attempting to "cap" the tailings with soil to 
reduce the emissions of radon gas and lining tailings ponds with clay or poly-etheylene to reduce 
seepage are both expensive and not very effective. Given the comparatively low grades of Nova 
Scotia uranium ore, it is unlikely that a mining company would opt for more expensive containment 
methods or commit themselves to perpetual monitoring of the site. 
 

There is no safe way of permanently disposing of the tailings.           (Gillian Thomas, 2008) 
Nearly 600,000 tonnes of tailings and up to 18 million tonnes of waste rock each year. Uranium mine 
tailings and waste rock are typically acidic or potentially acid generating, and contain long-lived 
radionuclides, heavy metals and other contaminants.  Canadian uranium mines and mills have 
already created 109 million tonnes of waste rock and 214 million tonnes of tailings.  
 “In Canada a walk-away solution is not realistic for decommissioning most uranium tailings sites. 
Long-term storage requires long-term institutional care.” – Auditor General of Canada.  
 The mining of lower-grade ores would result in proportionally larger amounts of tailings, other wastes 
and emissions, as larger amounts of ore would have to be processed to produce the same amount of 
uranium concentrate.  Pembina Institute: Uranium Mining: Nuclear Power’s Dirty Secret, May 2007 

Uranium 
Mining & Milling 

The Council of Canadians,   
Shore Chapter, N.S 
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KCC  Financial Support Form & Newsletter Request 
 

Dear Friends,  
 

To make a tax deductible contribution to KCC, you can: 
complete this form and mail your cheque to:           or         Donate over the Internet at 
KCC                                                                                      http://www.canadahelps.org/ 
RR 1  Site 1A-1   
Rose Bay NS  B0J 2X0  Canada 
 

Since the inception of the KCC in 1995, we have been working to protect and maintain 
access to the special places on the Kingsburg Peninsula and beyond.  Our work in the future 
will continue with the stewardship and management of our protected areas and the addition 
of other key properties.  As well, our work to maintain traditional access points will need 
constant attention as our area continues its rapid pace of development.  
 

With your financial support, we can build stewardship funds for ongoing property 
maintenance costs, such as taxes and insurance, for Gaff Point and our other protected 
properties.  Your donation will also help pay for land acquisition costs such as appraisals, 
surveys and legal advice.  If you wish, you may direct your donation toward a specific 
purpose or location. 
 

We realize that support comes in many forms, from money to monitoring work to letter 
writing, and that some of our most fervent supporters are people who have a limited income.   
If this is your situation, and you are not currently on our mailing list, feel free to sign up to 
receive our newsletter at no charge. 
 

Help us to continue our stewardship work by sending your donation today! 
 

 
Name: __________________________________________________________ 

Address:________________________________________________________ 

Town/City:________________________Province/State:___________________ 

Postal/Zip Code:____________________Telephone:    ___________________ 

E-mail: ________________________ 

Please contact me about volunteer opportunities  ___________ 

Please contact me about non-cash donations such as land or securities  ______ 

Cheque enclosed _________      newsletter only _____________ 
 

Please make cheques payable to:  The Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy 
 

Mailing address:     RR 1  Site 1A-1  Rose Bay NS  B0J 2X0  Canada 
 

All contributions are tax deductible and receipts will be issued. 
Charitable Registration No. 89732 5197 RR0001 
Our membership year runs from January to end of December. Our newsletter is mailed in the 
summer. 
 

Thank you for your contribution! 


